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Abstract. Tillage depth measuring is essential in modernization of 

agricultural production, including tillage depth, seed germination, plant growth 

and soil conservation. At present, there are no reliable measuring method or 

equipment for on-line tillage depth data acquisition. To solve this problem, 

equipment for real-time measuring tillage depth was designed based on 

ultrasonic sensing technology. This system comprises mainly mechanical 

constructions, hardware structure, software, specific measurement process and 

data processing technology. To improve the measuring accuracy, Kalman filter 

method is used to reduce the influence of uneven surface, weed, and stubble in 

field. This device was installed on subsoiler, and a field test was conducted. The 

test results show that: The accuracy of the ultrasonic measuring depth is 

comparable with the manual measuring method in the field condition of 

ploughed field, bare field and stubble field.  
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1 Introduction 

Farming information acquisition technology is fundamental item for the development 

of precision agricultural technology. Real time measuring system of tillage depth is a 

prerequisite for the development of precision agriculture production [1-3]. Nowadays, 

tillage depth measuring is a basic item of soil cultivation, sowing and planting. Effects 

of tillage depth accuracy are crucial on soil cultivation, seed germination and seeding 

growth [4-5].  

To measure tillage depth directly, the traditional manual measurement method is 

inserting a depth meter to groove bottom, which is labor-demanding and cost-

prohibiting for large-scale data acquisition. At present, common methods for real time 

tillage depth measuring method can be divided into two kinds, direct measurement 

and indirect measurement [6-9]. The direct method is based on a replicated wheel or 

sliding palm. Usually, a replicated part is mounted to agricultural implement. The 

position change in valve between the replicated part and the mounted implement can 

be measured, which is equal to the tillage depth. Another is indirect measurement 

method, which integrated sensor, such as inclinometer, is mounted on surface of lower 

lifting arm. Compared to direct method, indirect method is more convenient to be 

installed. However, the accuracy of indirect measuring method is easy interfered by 

environment. Hence, the direct measuring method is more reliable [10-15].  

At first, we mounted an ultrasonic sensor on a framework to measure distance to the 

ground. The ultrasonic sensor generates a sound signal and received it after reflection 

of ground. However, available measuring data are hardly acquired as field condition is 

complex. The main influence factors includes uneven field surface, weeds, crop 
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residue and etc. Therefore, we designed a parallelogram mechanism to solve this 

problem. 

This paper describes a technique to monitor working depth of a subsoiler. The device 

includes an ultrasonic sensor and a vertical reference plane to measure a horizontal 

distance between the sensor and the vertical reference plane. According to the change 

of horizontal distance, a parallel linkage is utilized to estimate the vertical distance 

between the soil surface and the subsoiler engagement below the soil surface. To 

improve the ranging accuracy, a Kalman filtering method is used to decrease the 

influenced by factors like uneven farmland, weeds and crop residue.  

 

2   Experimental Device and Methods 



2.1   Outline of experimental device 

Experimental device consists of five main parts: power supply unit 1, acousto-optic 

alarm 2, vehicle display terminal 3, ultrasonic sensor 4 and mechanic device 5 as 

shown in Figure 1. The actual depth was calculated by signals from ultrasonic sensor.  

 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental device 

1. Power supply unit 2. Acousto-optic alarm 3. Vehicle display terminal 4. Ultrasonic sensor 

5.Mechmatic device 

2.1.1 Mechanical System Design 

The structure diagram of the parallelogram is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Structure of displacement measurement system 

1. Sensor holder 2. Main bracket 3. Rotary pin 4. Swing link 5. Reflection bar 6. Land wheel 

bracket 7. Land wheel. 



Mechanical structure of measurement system consists mainly 7 parts, possessing 

relatively independent integrity structure, which is bolted to a main beam through 

main bracket 2. Main bracket 2 is fixed in the position of vertical direction with the 

measured machine. Influence by swing link 4, reflection bar is able to keep vertical all 

along. Thus, reflection bar 5 is always parallel to main bracket 2. While land wheel 

rolls in field, reflection bar 5 remains perpendicular to the direction of ultrasonic 

signal all the time, ensuring ultrasonic transmitter receiving the returned signal stable 

and reliable. 

2.1.1 Hardware Design 

The hardware system is mainly composed of ultrasonic sensor 1, controller 2 and 

vehicle display terminal 3. The photo of designed hardware is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. System hardware  

1. Ultrasonic sensor 2. Controller 3. Vehicle display terminal. 

2.2 System initialization and calibration 

Geometrical relationship between tillage depth and sensor measurements is shown in 

Figure 4. The principles of calculation determining method are as follows.  

 

Fig. 4. Structure of displacement measurement 

 

Ahead of the field operation, the distance of the ultrasonic transmitter and the 

refection plane was recorded as s0. The corresponding vertical distance is h0. 

2 2

0 0h l s                  (1) 

Where l is the rod length, mm. 

In processing of field operations, vertical distance between land wheel and mounted 

point is varying in real time. The change value is equal to tillage depth h. The direct 

measured value s is distance between sensor and reflection plane. According to 

geometric relationships between the parts, a tillage depth formula is advised. 

2 2 2 2

0 1 0h h h l s l s                (2) 

For the purpose of adapting the differences of measured equipment and operating 

standards, both rod length and ground clearance are adjustable. It is beneficial to 

improve measurement accuracy and protect measuring mechanism to increase ground 

clearance. Meanwhile, measurement range will be limited. Considering machining 



accuracy, two initialization parameters are defined to correct this system, which are 

location allowance and mounting distance. Thus, four parameters are used to initialize 

this system. 

The effective length of parallelogram mechanism is defined as the rod length l. In 

position of tillage depth zero, the clearance of ground wheel and the ground is defined 

as ground clearance c. In order to reduce the error caused by the machining error, 

location allowance e is defined. The calibration method is described as follows: 

turning the parallelogram mechanism to full travel can be achieved. The valves are 

calculated with the following formula. 

1 2e e e                            (3) 

max( )e s l                      (4) 

0 min( )s s e                      (5) 

The tillage depth formula is revised as shown below. 
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        (6) 

2.3 Data processing method 

The designed parallelogram mechanism reduced the influence of field factors 

including weeds, crop residue and uneven surface, but the measuring data is still 

fluctuating, which cannot reflect actual situation. Thus, Kalman filter method is used 

for data processing. For dynamic data, Kalman filter is useful to get a relative smooth 

trajectory of the sensor. The Kalman filter uses a system’s dynamics model to form an 

estimate of the system’s varying quantities that is better than the estimate obtained by 

using any one measurement alone. It is a common sensor fusion and data fusion 

algorithm. 

2.4 Experimental method 

In field, the measuring device is mounted on a subsoiler as shown in Figure 5.  

 

Fig. 5. Real time precision measurement system 

 

The measuring device is mounted on a subsoiler as shown in Figure 5. The tractor is 

John Deere 1204. The working width is 2 m. The normal travel speed is 2 m/s. The 

device is driven by a tractor, and the power supply is a storage battery, which is 

mounted on tractor and charged by tractor engine. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Kalman filter 

In condition of bare field, travel speed 2m/s, target tillage depth 35×10-2m. The 

comparison between the censor output and the result of Kalman filter is shown in 

Figure 6. The test results proved that this combination of parameters settings can 

suppress high power narrow band interference effectively, and avoids the data 

distortion, which has enhanced adaptive ability in complex field environment. 
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Fig. 6. Comparisons between the censor output and the result of Kalman filter 

3.2 Comparison experiment of different target 

Under the experiment condition of bare land and travel speed of 2m/s, the results of 

automatic measuring and manual measuring of different target tillage depth are shown 

in Figure 7. 

The measuring results show that deeper tillage working depth is beneficial to stability 

of tillage depth. Comparison curve between the automatic measuring and the manual 

measuring show that the differences among the automatic measuring data is smaller, 

which is contributed by Klaman filter. However, in consider of the field complex 

condition, these errors can be ignored and the Kalman filter results are acceptable. 

Measuring accuracy increases with the increasing of tillage depth. The measuring 

accuracy are 1.04×10-2m, 0.66×10-2m and 0.51×10-2m, while the tillage depth are 

20×10-2m, 30.0×10-2m and 40×10-2m. 
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Fig. 7. The measuring results of different tillage depth 

3.3 Comparison experiment of different field types 

Under the experiment condition of travel speed 2m/s and target tillage depth of 30×10-

2m, the results of automatic measuring and manual measuring of different field 

conditions are shown in Figure 8. 
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Fig. 8. Measuring results of different field conditions 


As can be seen from the results, in bare field and stubble field, tillage depth is stable 

and well in consistency, with high measuring accuracy of 0.74×10-2m and 0.6×10-2m 

respectively. In contrast, the tillage depth is unstable in ploughed field, with 

measuring accuracy of 1.14×10-2m. In bare field with smooth surface, tillage depth 

measuring have a good condition, which is benefit to depth measurement. While the 

field with weeds, straw or stubble, surface profiling mechanism can eliminate the 

disturbance partially. The measuring system can provide depth detection effectively 

with a high detection percentage and the error can be accepted. 

3.4 Comparison experiment of different target tillage depth 

In bare land, with the target tillage of 30×10-2m, the results of automatic measuring 

and manual measuring of different travel speed is shown in Figure 9. 
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Fig. 9. The measuring results of different travel speed 

 

The measuring results of three speed show that the measuring accuracy decreases with 

the increasing of travel speed. While operating speed are 1 m/s, 2 m/s and 3 m/s, the 

measuring accuracy are 0.5×10-2m, 0.74×10-2m and 1×10-2m, respectively.  



In most area of China, the deep loosening target depth is 25-35×10-2m, and the 

working speed is generally 1-2m/s, with bare land or stubble field. Overall, this 

monitor device can be used in tillage depth measuring of subsoiler. 

4  Conclusions 

A monitor system for tillage depth measurement is designed based on the ultrasonic 

technology. The monitor device includes an ultrasonic sensor and a vertical reference 

plane to measure a horizontal distance between the sensor and the vertical reference 

plane. A Kalman filtering method is used to improve the measuring accuracy. 

The test results shows that: while the tillage depth are 20×10-2m, 30.0×10-2m and 

40×10-2m, the measuring accuracy are 1.04×10-2m, 0.66×10-2m and 0.51×10-2m 

respectively; in field condition of bare, stubble and ploughed, the measuring accuracy 

are 0.74×10-2m, 0.6×10-2m and1.14×10-2m respectively; while operating speed are 1 

m/s, 2 m/s and 3 m/s, the measuring accuracy are 0.5×10-2m, 0.74×10-2m and 1×10-2m, 

respectively.  

The accuracy of the ultrasonic measuring depth is comparable with the manual 

measuring method in the field condition of ploughed field, bare field and stubble field. 
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